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Company: Siemens Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi

Location: İzmit

Category: other-general

This role will be responsible for the strategic tasks including, but not limited to market

analysis, selection of suppliers, conducting cost effective purchasing negotiations, supplier

and contract management, procurement controlling, reporting, claim management for the

supply of factory materials.  What are my responsibilities?

Execution of demand, markets and suppliers analyses to create a decision basis for the

optimum sourcing strategy as well as bring new suppliers into the company. Implementation

of alternative procurement sources to minimize stock replacement times, inventory levels

and costs,

Organization, implementation and monitoring of all procurement activities in a specific

material field. Definition and realization of local procurement strategies to ensure long-term,

cost-effective and reliable supply of materials in alignment with division and global

strategies,

Definition of concepts for risk and contract management to avoid risk and warrant costs,

Analysis of material cost breakdowns and assessment of their competitiveness with strategic

sourcing experience,

Preparation and execution of contract and price negotiations to contribute to the profitability

of the company. Effective application of advance negotiation concepts such as e-auctions or

parallel negotiations,

Support of local and global material pooling activities,
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Performance of necessary procurement administration works such as creation of info

records in SAP, filing and monitoring/expediting of delivery together with tracking of

procurement savings, improvement achieved per given KPI,

Undertaking of supplier management (selection, qualification, evaluation, auditing and

development) to gain the best suppliers and guarantee an optimum supply chain. Assess and

development of suppliers from the technological standpoint (if necessary, jointly with

interface partners) in order to concentrate on the best suppliers,

Close and frequent cooperation, communication with other Siemens Locations. Drive

common agreed activities with the factory and also globally. 

What do I need to qualify for this job?

Minimum 3 years experience in various procurement and controlling functions,

University degree in Business Administration, Management, Economics or Engineering,,

Very good command of English (additionally German is preferred),

Excellent knowledge in MS Office Applications and related SAP modules, knowledge in web-

based procurement tools,

Knowledge of contract law,

Change orientation, customer focus and good communication skills are required.

#LI-ONSITE

What weoffer

Speak up Culture

Respectful Workplace

Being part of a global work environment

Attractive remuneration package

Excellent recognition tools providing spot awards

Learning & Development opportunities for both personal and professional growth 



Leave days for parents and a variety of flexible working models that allow time off for yourself

and your family 

Creche allowance for mothers

Share matching programs to become a shareholder of Siemens AG

Remote working and remote living flexibility only for relevant positions

Find more benefits

Individual benefits are adapted to meet locallegal regulations, the requirements of different

job profiles, locations, andindividual preferences. 

As Siemens we believe physical barriers are not relatedto potential. Only the potential

matters to us. Therefore, we look forward toreceive applications of candidates with

physical barriers and chronicillnesses. We support healthy relationships between

candidates with barriersand their colleagues because we believe we can create

differences together.

Siemens is dedicated to quality, equality, and valuatingdiversity and we welcome

applications that reflect the diversity of thecommunities within which we work.

We are looking forward to receiving your onlineapplication. Please ensure you

complete all areas of the application form tothe best of you ability as we will use the data

to review your suitability tothe role.

Please find more information from our web site: 

Contact

If you need more information please don't hesitate to contact us.

+90 216 459 20 00

Apply Now
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